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Usain Bolt’s name and the ‘to di worl’ pose, or Michael
Jordan’s ‘jumpman’ pose and his Air Jordan brand
shoes.

The marketing of products and services associated with
sport celebrities can earn

for the athletes even after

their retirement from the sport. Trade Marks are there-

Applying for a domain can made through the Mona Performers at sport events such as singers,
Information Technology Service at the University of the dancers or musicians can prohibit or allow the
West Indies, Mona campus.

fore very important part of building the athletes brand.
Trade Marks can be renewed every 10 years.

Copyright applies to original literary, artistic, musical, and dramatic works. It does not apply to ideas,

A well-known person’s Name, Image and Dis-

concepts, or principles. The law does not require that a

tinctive Style through particular poses or phrases are
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Trade Mark, the celebrity athlete will have property
rights over the creative expressions of her personality
as well as the right to allow or prohibit the use of her
image.

The Copyright owner has exclusive rights to use or
authorise others to;
©

copy the work in various forms including photocopying, uploading and downloading from the

For example, photographers may take pictures of the
athlete at a race meet for news reporting but they

Internet,
©

have the work performed in public

©

broadcast the work adapt or translate the work

could not those images in a separate commercial venture without the athletes permission and even negotiation of royalties.
Image or personality rights continue even after death
and therefore the celebrity’s Estate may be able to enjoy financial benefits from the continued commercialisation of the image.
Protecting one’s name as a Domain Name for
website and/or email address purposes is also a means
of protecting one’s intellectual property right. .

recording of their performance or its live
broadcast.
Another form of protection is that of
Trade Secrets or protection of confidential
information. The general

requirements for

qualification is that the information being protected must contain original elements, be of a
confidential nature (not known to the public)
for use in the business or activity which gives
its owner an advantage over his competitors.
Protection of Trade Secrets may also apply to
ideas or concepts in the early stages of their
development.

If the owner shares the infor-

mation with another person, whether an employee or business partner, it must be understood that the information is expected to kept
secret. Legal action can be taken for unauthorised disclosure and/ or use of the information to the detriment of the owner.

Copyright lasts for the lifetime of the author plus 50
years after the author’s death after which it enters the
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